
Name City State Comment

Fatimah Lambat Johannesburg "I am Dr Fatimah Lambat"

Zane Farina Pietermaritzburg "I am Zane Farina"

Daniel Shmukler Johannesburg "I am Daniel Shmukler"

Sarah Frankish Johannesburg "I am Sarah Batchelor"

Rugare Mahovo Johannesburg "We need to be the voice for our silent patients who are suffering"

Natasha Zechner Johannesburg "I believe that it is time for change"

Mike Blackburn johannesburg "I AM Michael Blackburn"

Yaseen Moosa Johannesburg "I stand in solidarity"

zeenat dadabhay Johannesburg "I am Zeenat Dadabhay"

Konanani Baloyi Johannesburg "I am Konanani wa ha Baloyi"

Azra Ghoor Johannesburg "Our patients deserve more.  Dr De Maayer speaksFor us all.  Patient 

advocacy is the duty of the health care provider and we must not be 

targeted for speaking out when the other avenues have failed."

D Nel Johannesburg "I am Dorinka Nel"

Rags Govender Cape Town "It’s the right thing to do"

Janieke van Nugteren Cape Town "I am Janieke van Nugteren"

Nathalie Kohler Johannesburg "I am Nathalie Prinsloo"

Shaheena Malek Pretoria "Patients rights must be protected"

Shoyab Wadee Johannesburg "I am Shoyab Wadee"

Karin Blackburn Johannesburg "As head and representative of Gauteng General Practitioners 

Collaboration, we fully support this cause."

Kathleen Rogan Johannesburg "I am so saddened by the deterioration of our health facilities and am in 

admiration of Dr de Maayer for having the courage to speak out."

Ayesha Wadee Johanesburg "I am Ayesha Wadee"

Carien Moller Johannesburg "I am Carien Möller."

Sajeel Maharaj "I am Sajeel Maharaj"

Dineo Maphanga Johannesburg "I am Dineo Maphanga"

Melanie DANCE Johannesburg "I am signing because l fully support every one of the statements made in  

the letter."

Daniel Vissasie Klerksdorp "I am a Health care professional"

sarah robson Johannesburg "I am sarah robson"

D Nel Johannesburg "I am Dorinka Nel"

PANJASARAM Naidoo Durban "Life is valuable irrespective of  whose it is. Hence proper working health 

facilities  and resources  are essential to  maintain good health and life. 

People that  do not value this sentiment should not be in position of 

management and power."

Scott Bannan Johannesburg "I am Scott Bannan"

Delight Baloyi Johannesburg "Tim Demayer is a gadtroenterologists that contributed a lot to my 

medical career as a trained paediatrician  in the wits circuit. No to 

Healthcare  victimization"

Edith Phillips Kempton Park "I applaud those taking a stand against poor health service delivery and 

especially those that are unable to provide it and are speaking up about 

it."

Goodman Makatini Durban "I am Goodman Makhathini"

Brent Prim Johannesburg "I am"

Caroline Roberts Cape Town "I am Caroline Roberts"

Micky Sunnyraj Johannesburg "This is long overdue."

Priscella Ramdas Durban "I believe this is grace injustice to the doctor who Has the interests of his 

patients"

zaheda bhabha Johannesburg "Im a hewlth care worker"

safiyya lambat Johannesburg "It's time our voices are heard!"

Dilip Vallabh Johannesburg "Health care needs to improve"



Razina Patel Johannesburg "The people of South Africa deserve better medical care. And the health 

care professionals of South Africa deserve to be able to work in functional 

and efficient health care systems"

Elton Joseph Johannesburg "I support this notion"

Amy Wise Johannesburg "I am Amy Wise. I fully support this letter and hope that the 

recommendations are implemented."

Will Hendson Johannesburg "I am Willy Hendson"

Ayesha Noor Mohamed Johannesburg "I am Ayesha Noor Mohamed"

Louise Turner Johannesburg "I am an advocate for cancer patient’s"

Midhu Sunnyraj Johannesburg "I am Midhu Sunnyraj. Traumatized by the 

mothers/fathers/sisters/brothers i've had to watch go due to "resource 

constraints""

lori lake Cape Town "because champions for child health should be free to speak their minds 

and hold government accountable"

Ismael Bhoja Johannesburg "Things must improve n money better used"

Johannes Cronje Bloemfontein "Misappropriation of funds is leading to lack of basic supplies such as 

peritoneal dialysis fluid."

Mpotseng Moloi Johannesburg "Don't intimidate health workers  improve the conditions of the ailing 

health departments stop corruption it is crippling all the hard work by the 

dedicated staff"

Salomé Meyer "I am Salomé Meyer"

Khaya Gobinca Cape Town "Our silence while we watch leaders mess up means we accept poor 

leadership. They dont listen to advice. Now they are going further to 

silence us? that is a step too far."

Prof Viren Rambiritch VirenDurban South Africa "I believe that effective health care is a human right"

Sharise Singh Johannesburg "I am Sharise Singh. We will not continue to be silent."

Krish Viranna Durban "Our health care system is being destroyed by anc."

Bernice Lass Johannesburg "I have watched Patients die due to the lack of Nurses and Doctors.I have 

watched Patients die due to equipment not available, not working or 

parts stolen.I have had Colleagues harrassed coming off duty by men, 

who are loitering."

Palesa M Gauteng "The healthcare system needs to be given the attention it deserves!"

Philip Matley Cape Town "Watching the ongoing deterioration of our health system in the hands of 

this government is not only heartbreaking for healthcare professionals 

but is a betrayal of the needs, hopes and aspirations of ordinary South 

Africans. We must applaud and support those who stand up against this."

Samantha Green Pietermaritzburg "I am vehemently opposed to the Apartheid-era victimization of doctors 

fighting for their patients."

Ian Melvin Pretoria "Things have to change in health care for all South African's. We have the 

facilities and know how. We don't need NHI, only better management of 

the health resources we have on sound economic principles"

Zanda Maseti East London "The public sector is deteriorating and officials as well as the public 

cannot complain in fear of victimization"

Malcolm McCarthy Cape Town "Because I agree with the position expressed and believe that hood 

health care is a right of all citizens in this country. We have the money we 

must use it in a focussed, committed and efficient way."

Michael Klipin Johannesburg "Enough"

Daphne Lyell Cape Town "I have worked in the public sector with deteriorating standards. I have 

seen patient care suffer as a result. I have suffered as a result. This should 

not be tolerated any longer"

Rev Tsepo Matubatuba Johannesburg "Because I support the actions of the Health Workers fighting for better 

conditions for patients and for justice to the Dr's speaking the truth about 

conditions in hospitals. God bless. Tsepo."



C Kreiz Johannesburg "The condition in so-called ‚Academic‘ public  Hospitals and other public 

hospitals is an embarrassment that is meant to be hidden away from the 

public. Why are politicians and managers with their families not coming 

to ‚THEIR‘ hospitals for treatment樂??"

Zeenat Moorad Durban "It's time for change"

Dr. Nadia Nikakhtar "I care about the people of South Africa and I have seen them at their 

most vulnerable when they are sick and helpless and admitted to 

hospitals that do not have essential medical supplies or facilities."

Farouk Farista Johannesburg "Dysfunctional public health care systems"

Sarahan Brophy Cape town "I am Sarahan Brophy"

Nadia Domingo Cape Town "Concerned healthcare worker and citizen of SA"

Lauren Lee Cape Town "I care about our healthcare facilities and our patients"

Zakira Sablay Cape Town "this is important."

Rafiek Essop Johannesburg "It is indeed demoralizing to have to witness the downward spiral of the 

quality of healthcare. After nearly 40years in the field....it is truly 

heartbreaking to prepare to leave the field in a few years knowing that 

the decline will continue if something is not done URGENTLY"

Clover Lee Johannesburg "I am Clover-Ann Lee"

Piyush Meel Port Elizabeth "I am against victimization of whistle blowers and want to improve our 

health care system"

Adelle Mokaba Johannesburg "THe life of outbreaks patients and therefore the country at hand isn’t ok 

it remains responsibility."

Allison Blair Nelspruit "I am a HCW who has worked in the abysmal state of SA healthcare."

Loes van Heck de Vries Hoedspruit "Public Healthcare allover in SA desperately needs higher standards asap"

Eddie Oosthuizen Johannesburg "The rot has to stop. Replace the no-care, incompetent administrators 

and  cadres. Clinicians stand together now, for the sake of our patients, 

and ourselves."

Eddie Oosthuizen Johannesburg "The rot has to stop. Replace the no-care, incompetent administrators 

and  cadres. Clinicians stand together now, for the sake of our patients, 

and ourselves."

Anthony Beeton Johannesburg "We are in a battle for the soul of medicine and the sanctity of doctor-

patient relationship in SA"

Martie Landman Johannesburg "It is a shame what is happening in our public hospitals"

Rencia Gillespie Cape Town "The people of South Africa deserve better"

pieter marais johennesburg "It has been an obvious isue for the last 30 years @"

EBRAHIM Nanabhai Johannesburg "Ebrahim Nanabhai"

Lindy Sinclair Johannesburg "Heart broken by what our people have to endure."

Dr. C. Lalla. Lalla Johannesburg "Chimen lalla"

Timothy Hardcastle Durban "Time to stand up for our patients...our first priority over politics!"

Mary Adam Johannesburg "I am part this movement, I want to be part of the solution. Let's change 

the narrative."

Judith Ancer Johannesburg "I am Judith Ancer"

Hemant Vallabh Johannesburg "I'm fedup with the ANC politicians screwing up our once prestine health 

system them victimising those who serve"

Margie Venter Cape Town "I am"

Ruth Ancer Randburg "I am Ruth Ancer. Our patients deserve better."

Vayjanti Naran Johannesburg "health care in SA is collapsing"

Monica Vaithilingum Durban "Deliverance of quality healthcare is important to this nation's wellbeing"

Tapeshwar Ajodha Johannesburg "I believe in a better world and a better life for our people. It starts here."



Tanita Van Niekerk Durban "Health care professionals are trying their best to hold together a broken 

system. We need help not hinderance"

Kathryn Carr Durban "I love my country. Good health care is so important; without it South 

Africa cannot austoan or progress. Our people matter."

Gauta Komane Johannesburg "I care"

Craig Parker "I am fed up with a system that is failing employees and patients alike.  

Stop incompetent cadre deployment and start doing simply what you are 

paid to do…"

Dr Mamsie Motshekga-SebolaiPretoria "I care"

Jessica Meddows Taylor Johannesburg "I work at Rahima Moosa and I experience the 'rot' on a daily basis."

Liat Azizollahoff Johannesburg "I am Liat Azizollahoff"

Yahya Nagdee Johanesvburg "Billions of Rands in loans and aid later the powers that be still play broke 

and the health system shows no improvement at all.How on earth is  the 

existing health system  3ver going to introduce the NHI ."

Rebecca Simpson Johannesburg "I am Rebecca Simpson"

Virginia Zweigenthal Cape Town California "It is time."

Mary Subhan Pietermaritzburg "In a democratic country it's citizens should not be stifled and victimized"

Julia Kirkby Pietermaritzburg "I am Julia Kirkby"

Khatija Ahmed Erasmia "I am Khatija Ahmed. We need immediate change"

Ritshidze Mulaudzi Johannesburg "I Am"

Babs Jugmohan Durban "There is only so far that health care workers can be pushed in the face of 

gross corruption, maladministration and incompetence."

Y Baldeo Durban "I am signing because quality healthcare is a human right which 

healthcare professionals understand  and live for."

Ahmed Bhyat Durban "I believe in standing for justice"

N Meer Meer Durban "I am a concerned Healthcare Professional and disillusioned by the state 

of Healthcare Facilities"

Rachel Moore Johannesburg "I am Rachel Moore."

Sharan Rambarran Johannesburg "Tim is not the problem. The problem is a human rights issue that allows 

for equal access to quality health care, the right to strive for patient safety 

and for dedicated doctors to be able to highlight glaring failures in a 

system that has lost its heart…"

Prabha Manisunker Durban "The situation is saddening and sickening at most state facilities"

Michael Faurie Durban "I am Mike Faurie"

Eric Vusani Neluheni Benoni "Respect for human rights must be reflected in the quality of health care 

delivery."

Lebohang Manoto Johannesburg "I've also been a victim of the politicization of the practice of medicine 

and was summarily dismissed by a hospital CEO with no charges. With no 

support, I resorted to the Courts and one day my story will also be told. 

What does one do when one is prevented, for no reason, from practicing 

the only profession they know; it being their sole source of sustenance? 

Tim was lucky. The humiliation and associated anxiety, coupled with loss 

of salary, are  immeasurable."

Tanja Botha Johannesburg "I am Tanja Botha"

Lebohang Manoto Johannesburg "I was dismissed for saying that the reduction of doctors on call in O&G at 

Sebokeng Hospital from 3 to 2 is killing  patients. I've never been able to 

re-enter the public sector space now for 6 years �."

Etti Shmukler Johannesburg "I am Etti Barsky"

Chantal Simonis WinchesterEngland "I would like to make healthcare in SA better for patients as well as health 

care professionals."



Aslam Amod Durban "Although in private practice, I am fully aware of the appalling leadership, 

infrastructure and care quality at our State institutions in KZN."

Mvula Tshabalala Durban "How do we begin to talk about NHI when we are struggling to maintain 

the current poor healthcare system? It is regressing right in front of us."

Phillip Webster Pretoria "We need to stop the destruction of health care services in SA"

Eric Vusani Neluheni Benoni "Quality healthcare should be a constitutional right for citizens of a 

democratic country"

Maria Holswilder Cape Town "It is time the authorities acknowledge and address the reality of what is 

happening in health care ."

Ananthan Chetty Durban "I believe in change and my advocacy role for patients"

Mookho Masilo Durban "I am in agreement with what this movement is about"

Nishlan Govender "It's the right thing to do"

Ricardo Gonçalves Johannesburg "Its time to provide high quality care to all patients. Its time to recognize 

the greatest impediment to doing is the hospital administration and 

department of health itself not a lack of funds. Its beyond time to stand in 

solidarity as colleagues. I am Ricardo Gonçalves"

Rajan Naidoo Durban "The system has failed our people, without a care in the world."

ANAND gopal Naidu Johannesburg "Right thing to do"

Rafeeq Jhetam "The public health system is broken and needs to be fixed urgently"

adila aboobaker East london "I am Adila Aboobaker and this rot extends throughout the Country!"

Magriet Nel Cape Town "I am daily shocked by the poor conditions plus the carelessness and lack 

of sympathy of certain people who are in the position to bring changes"

Bala Govender Durban "Our Public health services have all but collapsed. This is a gross human 

rights violation. The progressive failure is due to well known causes: high 

level of incompetence, corruption, sheltered employment, arrogant, 

ignorant and intolerant politicians managing a system with cadre 

deployment. All those responsible should face charges of human right 

violations. If the health sector was run as a private enterprise with 

shareholders to answer to, all Mecs, Ceos and managers in this system 

would ordinarily be fired by now."

Aubrey Mofokeng Johannesburg "The public health sector is in shambles and need immediate attention. 

The working conditions of Health workers are unacceptable"

Leslie Berkowitz Johannesburg "I, like my colleagues, am sick to death with my patients having to endure 

the appalling and completely uncaring conditions in public health facilities 

throughout South Africa"

Jeanine Vellema Johannesburg "Meaningful, transparent, sustainable and fully accountable interventions 

are urgently required, for the sake of the public AND our healthcare 

workers."

Demitri Constantinou Jhb "Besides the incompetence/apathy towards patient care, its it's disgusting 

the way healthcare workers are treated"

Ruth Davidge Durban "Our health system is in dire straights and people who are brave enough 

to speak out on behalf of our patients should not disciplined."

Heide Block-Stern JOHANNESBURG "I am a health worker who worked in government hospitals in the 80’s 

and remember the good care afforded citizens and the pride of staff ! I 

want an equitable efficient system for people of South Africa and to 

retain the precious medical students and professionals in this country to 

serve the nation"

Michelle Wong "As health professionals, we must uphold the Hippocratic Oath."



Richard Crawford "Both patients and Health Care workers deserve for their dignity and 

human rights to be upheld"

David Fine Johannesburg "I am"

Janice Harris Cape Town "This has been the demoralizing state of working conditions for too long"

yusuf moosa Johannesburg "I want to provide a better service for my patients"

Shakeera Holland Johannesburg "Health workers need to be advocates for their patients - our voices need 

to be heard"

Sa Suriaprakash Durban "Under the watch of your party health - and education - has suffered 

terribly."

Deena Padayachee "It is a mark of respect and honour to ensure the best possible care for 

the ailing and all human beings.     We deserve at least that"

Floranelle  (Flo) Bird Johannesburg "Gauteng Health Department is a disgrace. . No one had been fired for the 

Esidemeni deaths but they suspend a doctor for telling the truth. They 

don’t look after their patients do why should I exoect them to care for 

heritage buildings?"

Irene Nichola Pretoria "This is criminal behaviour on innocent vulnerable lives"

Kabir Singh Johannesburg "..Because disease requires an inflammatory response."

Cheryl Attree Johannesburg "What is happening in our public health service is deplorable and beyond 

the ability of healthcare workers to fix. It affects our ability to care for our 

patients. Every day. We need government to effectively attend to the real 

issues which affect all our people.  Immediately."

Felicity Adam Johannesburg "The state of our govt hospitals is appalling , it’s time something was done 

about it. This has gone on for too long."

Vindana Chibabhai Johannesburg "I am Vindana Chibabhai"

Pippa Jarvis Johannesburg "Our people deserve better"

Devan Rajoo Durban "I agree & am aligned with these aims"

Federica Micoli Johannesburg "I am a lawyer and PhD graduate.I assist community members who 

develop psychological problems due to the poor assistance they receive 

at local hospitals"

DrJ DRJ Johannesburg "We need 100% transparency and 100% accountability in all sectors of 

Government ,especially healthcare. 100% protection for whistleblowers"

Trevor Terblanche Pretoria "I care."

Molebogeng Kolojane Johannesburg "We need to advocate for our patients... They deserve good quality health 

care"

Sazi Sazi Johannesburg "The state of out health system has detiriated considerably under the 

neglegent and uncaring ruling party that prioritizes their own financial 

goals rather building our country, our parents, friends and the rest our 

community depends on this basic service. We must realize we are the 

government"

Dhanash Richardson Durban "I am a retired Healthcare Worker"

Marije Van Schalkwyk Cape Town "Truth will set all free to improve circumstances"

Liesel Faulds-Robson Johannesburg "Things need to change to prevent a human disaster"

Indira Govender Cape Town "I’m a doctor in rural KZN. If people using the most resources services are 

suffering, imagine what it’s like for use in less resourced areas."

Darshani Magan Johannesburg "South Africa is going down the drain in every sector, we need change. 

The whole government unit needs to be wiped clean and have honest 

people in position."

Seipati Mohoto London "I am signing because I feel sorry for the South Africans who have no 

choice but to use the public health services. Recently we have seen 

patients at Bara left without bread, pregnant women at Rahima Moosa 

sleeping on the floor and oncology patients at CMJAH left with no 

treatment."



Philip Hayes Durban "Of the poor state of affairs of yet another SOE"

Maki Mokhele Johannesburg "I am concerned about professionalism in our health care institutions. 

Myself and future generations we are at risk of not being treated in a 

dignified way in these institutions."

Ratanang Motaung Johannesburg "I stand w Dr Tim and all other health workers who put thier lives on the 

line every single day for us and have to do that in horrible conditions. 

Something need to change and it need to change fasg"

Joanna Jones Johannesburg "If we cannot highlight problems safely there will never be improvement"

shyamila Sreekissoon PMB "I am a Health Care worker and I am opposed to the disgusting way things 

are currently going on in the Health Care Sector and especially regarding 

Dr Tim de Maayer"

Mike Watson Johannesburg "the health Service is in chaotic disarray"

Amanda Schwarz Johannesburg "Our health workers deserve better and we deserve better. We live in a 

democracy we have the right to raise our voices and concerns. We have 

the right to raise issues that affect every South African, we have the right 

to speak out about our Healthcare system, corruption, poor service 

delivery, unfair practices, abuse. Every South African knows that our 

Healthcare system is in a very sad state of affairs. We demand change."

Claudia Jansen van VuurenJohannesburg "The patients and healthcare workers of South Africa deserve better."

Haroon Tayob Johannesburg "Haroon tayob"

Gabi Schulte Broadacres "This matter requires urgency?"

Naiden Tayler Pietermaritzburg "It is good for someone to see the wrong in our hospital's as we the 

patient's do not get the proper and good treatment so well done to him"

Nkosinathi Soundy Johannesburg "I’m advocating for patients to have a better health system"

Zakes Motene Midrand "I’m a health professional and stand with colleagues in fighting for our 

collective rights."

Hylda Makanisi Pretoria "I am a healthcare worker"

Farida Ahmed Cape Town "The truth hurts those that are failing our people , our people needs 

quality of care. Unfair practices of trying to hide the truth should end. 

Disciplinary action should be against those that deny the facts not against 

those that expose the truth."

Denise Elkady Cairo "As a committed health worker"

Kenneth Thobejane Pretoria "I share the views wholeheartedly."

Marina Rifkin Cape Town "Health should be managed by doctors and not politicians."

Dr Arabang Letebele Alberton "I am a concerned healthcare worker."

Farida Ahmed Cape Town "As a health care worker it is sad to see how the people that are trying 

their best to keep things together are punished for speaking the truth."

Tania de Villiers Cape Town "Access to quality health care is a human right which should be non-

negotiable."

Mazvita Muchenje "My sister is a doctor and I believe that signing this will support her."



Angie Butkovic Johannesburg "I'm signing this because the moral injury that continues to be inflicted 

upon healthcare professionals [HCP] must stop.  Amongst many roles that 

all HCPs ethically and medically sign up to fulfil, the duty to advocate 

for/on behalf of the clients or patients health, not to mention the health 

and safety of the staff in health facilities, is not a crime and does not 

require an apology. Instead respect for a professional's autonomous 

personal and/or profressional opinion is to be acknowledged. One can 

always move on to a second opinion if u didn't like what u needed to hear 

the first time. Hence, the need for this national opinion petition. When 

appropriate urgency of action has not been forthcoming from 

admins/management, in a reasonable expected time of following through 

on reasonable routes of reporting, then yes its time to go public per our 

constitutional right to freedom of speech. I am Angie Butkovic (OHNP)."

Mani Khoosal Johannesburg

Kaveshin Naidu Cape Town "We should not be afraid to stand up for the rights of our patients. 

Persecution of our colleagues who try to better standards for our patients 

is completely and utterly unacceptable."

Johanna Kistner "Brave people have stood up for the truth and for the right to quality 

health care for all"

Bianca Smith "I am signing because i have family who are health professionals"

Liam Waddicor Cape Town "I work in WC where services are huge strides better! But have worked 

elsewhere in RSA and services are shocking especially since the same 

amount is given per capita in the province for health… considering WC 

also has a lot of medical tourism from EC which isn’t included in our 

budget…"

Aniefiok Edem Cape Town "I am Aniefiok Edem"

Lorraine Bell "We are sick to death of the lies and abuse of power from the Health 

Department.  Time for change!!"

Premilla Naidoo Johannesburg "I care"

TERSIA M BURGER Alberton "Our Health Care System has failed our people. It is shocking to see the 

state of government hospitals. And when brave people speak out they are 

victimized."

Sandy King Johannesburg "I am very concerned about the health and welfare of the South African 

community and the state that the government hospitals are in."

Alan PETER Johannesburg "Doctors are meant to be advocates for their patients"

Gabriela Cromhout East London "I am Gabriela Cromhout"

Brenda Bisschoff Benoni "Our healthcare system is appalling and an utter disgrace"

Annette Reed Roodepoort "Palliative care suffers disproportionately from the utter deterioration of 

health care service and shortage of professional nurses"

Hannah Edgcumbe Pretoria "I am a Healthcare worker in South Africa and I am desperate for change"

Marissa Joubert Johannesburg "I am a healthcare worker witnessing the decline of our healthcare system 

first hand"

Don Ngqoyi Johannesburg "victimization of health professionals"

Allison Bell Benoni "Because the health system has gone to hell in a handbasket"

Emma Cora Gardiner Port Elizabeth "I am Emma Cora Gardiner"

Abigail Keene Johannesburg "I am Abigail Keene"

Antoinette Venter Johannesburg "Health care at clinics is at all time low. Security guards at gates decide if 

you are sick enough to see sister. Bathrooms dirty. Hospitals are even 

worse"

Morongwa Mohapi Kempton Park "Dr. MLA Mohapi"



Melissa Pietersen Port Elizabeth "I am a healthcare professional"

Victoria van der Schyff Witbank "Being a health care worker shouldn’t take away your rights"

William Nkosi "We are being treated unfairly by our leaders"

Tegan Bilse Johannesburg "The appalling beaurocracy we have to endure to provide a critical service 

to our patients is unnecessary and inhumane to both our patients and 

those of us who have chosen to stay in SA to provide the care they 

deserve as a human right. We know the system is broken, acknowledge 

this and take action."

Linda Van Zyl Bellville "It’s the right thing to do!!"

Aneesa Ismail Johannesburg "I care !!!!"

Britta Mclaren Johannesburg "It’s so sad to see a health system that was once something to be proud 

of become something to be ashamed of. It’s the people of South Africa 

who pay the price. Not the rich who can afford medical aid, but vast 

majority who can’t. And the department of health wan to be trusted with 

more of the tax payers money with the NHI. The problem is not that there 

is no money, there is enough money to do a better job. They problem is 

poor management and or mismanagement."

Shirley Glyn Johannesburg "I feel strongly about this"

Sabrina Wehde Port Elizabeth "I am a health professional  noticing the very rapid deterioration of our 

health system"

M Tarko Durban "The healthcare is suppressed. The government has ran the health 

services to the ground and cannot take responsibility."

Brian Dyke Johannesburg "South Africa deserves a health sevice that does justice to its world class 

health providers."

Pat Hill East London "This is against the constitution and against the health of the people"

Dawn Kutranov Johannesburg "This treatment of a true professional is appalling."

Eric McKechnie "The state of our healthcare is disgraceful and the proposed new 

legislation is merely going to degrade it further causing competent 

doctors with a passion for their fellow man also to leave the country"

P Ndlovu Johannesburg "Signing because of the deteriorating standard of health care due to lack 

of resources and the victimization of individuals who expose these poor 

conditions of health departments."

Michelle Van Der Merwe Bloemfontein "WOW ! WHAT A TEAM ! I stand by them every step of the way."

Gail Boiskin Funchal "Speak truth to power"

Claire Mitchell Johannesburg "The public sector is failing us and our people to a level that is beyond 

unacceptable. If we don’t take a stand up for our patients, who will?"

Antonie Rod "We need to stand up for doctors trying to help those who can't afford to 

choose"

Henriëtte Saunders Paarl "We cannot keep quiet about the state of public health affairs any longer"

Alosha Singh Johannesburg "It’s about time you are held accountable, the people of SA deserve 

more"

estelle wadsworth Cape Town "This is a traversty of justice. And the health care workers are being 

abused. Left roght and centre. The MINISTER OF HEALTH I ASK YOU WHAT 

ARE YOUR CREDENTIALS IN THIS FIELD?OR ARE YOU ONE OF THE MANY 

OPPORTINISTS IN THE ANC GRAVY TRAIN."



Johann Lamprecht Johannesburg "I’m signing because…the reasons are too numerous and will be echoed 

eloquently by my colleagues. I will simply summarize by saying that the 

communist worldview has destroyed countless lives throughout history. 

Despite one of the most progressive constitutions in the world, it lies 

dormant in its purpose to help liberate the people of South Africa due to 

oppressive, greedy power mongers within the State who will stop at 

nothing to hold on to their positions of power and privilege, even if it 

means suppressing the truth and denying the suffering of millions of 

people - the very people who gave them their trust by voting them into 

power and the very people who have sworn to protect the health of the 

aforementioned. Learn from history or shame on you. I am Johann 

Lamprecht."

Dr PJ Geyser Pretoria "People need to be able to be whistle blowers without fear of becomming 

victims themselfs"

Dean Abrahams "The residents of this country deserve respect from our elected officials to 

provide Healthcare as per our social contract with them"

Ilsa Orrery Cape Town "I care"

Chris Snyders Johannesburg "Doctors have a right to expose poor service in the public and private 

sector, to do the best for their patients, not be threatened by politicians 

and managers who are out to serve their own political and financial 

interest."

Jackson Ndhlovu Port Louis "I am health care professionals took an oath to serve the people of SA, It 

can't be that politician have access to private health care, the major are 

not serviced, health care should not be a privilege but a right. we need 

equipment to function, like they need expensive cars to drive around 

campaining."

Liat Malek Johannesburg "I’m signing this because of the disgraceful corrupt leadership of our 

public health, the crumbling infrastructure and appalling working 

conditions of the health care workers in our public sector!"

Michele Van Niekerk Hermanus "To improve healthcare for children"

Lucy Makgatho "Of poor working conditions, lack of resources increased litigation by the 

public on service providers rather than health managers themselves 

(financiers)"

Nerika Malan-Venter Nelspruit "I am a young South African doctor who loves this country and it's 

people."

Renissa Naidoo Pietermaritzburg "As an individual who had worked in these conditions it is time we stand 

up for ourselves."

Lindy Breytenbach Johannesburg "People and the public need to know what is happening to all the people 

who can’t afford private health care . We’re are our taxes going ? 

Certainly not to the roads or education ."

Angelika Carey Johannesburg "I am Angelika Carey"

Tshepiso Choma Johannesburg "I  am a doctor and I am proud to see our leaders standing up for our 

patients and our healthcare force after so many years of us all suffering in 

anguished silence"

Tania Temlett Johannesburg "I am Tania Temlett"

Alexia-Rei Wilton Krugersdorp "I'm signing because I'm a medical student and the system needs to 

change."

Ronald Hockman Pretoria "I agree with all the points pertaining to this petition"

Petrus Gous Pretoria "The gross incompetent and corrupt mismanagement of healthcare at 

public facilities have gone far enough"

Paul Dempsey Johannesburg "This whole situation is disgusting. Politicians trying to hide their sins and 

intimidate those who point out the obvious."



rushdah khan Johannesburg "I am Rushdah Khan. The Shameless and intentional mismanagement of 

our public hospitals will not go unchallenged!"

Antoin Scheepers Alberton "I would like to see public healthcare improve before we roll it out to 

everybody!"

Salome Magoro Pretoria "I'm signing this petion because ineed some more changes in our 

hospitals."

Shaeleen Tobin-Setzkorn Johannesburg "Enough is enough. We can't keep ignoring the fact that everything is 

falling apart in this country. Those telling the truth should be applauded, 

not victimised and punished. It's an OUTRAGE."

Christelle Pretorius Cape Town "SA,our beautiful country and her people are suffering on every level due 

to state capture;not proper funding/services/inefficiency/corruption; and 

this HAS to STOP!!!!"

Lorinda Winter Still Bay "I agree with the Health professionals who are appalled at the corruption 

and sheer neglect at public health facilities by the government."

Tshupetso Balepile Wolmaransstad "I’m tshupetso balepile"

Hubré Botes Bloemfontein "healthcare facilities all over the country are in a bad state.  The Free 

State is even worse...  There is almost nothing to help a patient with...The 

fact that you are not allowed to speak about it, shows the government is 

hiding it"

Bennie Zietsman Stellenbosch "To save civility and peoples' dignity."

Simon Pickstone-Taylor Cape Town "I care about health care in South Africa that is falling apart and 

colleagues that are being attacked."

Shashikant Ramji Durban "I cannot tolerate authoritarian managements that are bringing our 

health system to its knees."

julia strydom Hatherley "I support the idea that these ministers of health are trying to create the 

health care system all health care providers and people of South Africa 

strive for."

Kirsten Wood Johannesburg "A functioning Health Care service is a basic human right"

Alia Sattar Johannesburg "This is how we better public health, by highlighting areas for 

improvement. Work with us instead of silencing and punishing us like you 

did with Dr De Maayer."

Rural Doctors of Southern AfricaPort Elizabeth "Rural health is not able not provide the comprehensive services needed 

for our communities."

Rural Rehab SA Cape Town "This is relevant nationally , not just in Gauteng. Disability services 

suffer!"

MOHAMMED KARA Johannesburg "I work in the public sector and see the appalling conditions of state 

hospitals"

Berniece Eales Johannesburg "I am a retired radiographer and am a palled at the deterioration of the 

radiographic services in all the Government hospitals"

Christa Muller Windhoek "I care"

Tasneem Mosam Johannesburg "We owe it to the citizens of this country,  especially children ,to give 

healthcare of the highest standard in  the best situations possible. 

Intimidation by hospital officials,  the department of health and others in 

positions of powers is unacceptable. We have taken an oath to serve and 

we all will. We will not bow down or be afraid of people in positions of 

power with hidden agendas.  Hands off Dr De Maayer !"

Sfiso H Johannesburg "It's unconstitutional and discriminant"

Zubeida Baron Port Elizabeth "Access to quality health care is a universal human right."

Thabo Mothabeng Pretoria "I care about the health of our people!Drs Deserve Respect too"

Luambo Kwinda Johannesburg "I'm tired of the ruling party flushing the Health Care System down the 

drain."



Ariadne Laura Palmos Edenvale "I work in the Faculty of Health Sciences at the University of the 

Witwatersrand,  and I have been aware of the steady decline of State 

health services over a period of almost 3 decades since 1995."

Michelle Moses Johannesburg "The ongoing deterioration of the state hospitals is unacceptable AND 

unforgivable.  Bring in skilled managers and leaders, support the doctors 

and nurses with better working conditions and stop the rot!"

Farouk Hassan Durban "The Healthcare services have failed  the masses"

Anne Couzens Durban "Our health care system is diabolical and yet our government steals the 

money that should be used to upgrade  our hospitals"

Kgodiso Moraladi Pretoria "I am Kgodiso Moraladi"

Nicola Green Pretoria "Citizens deserve better"

Millicent Coe Johannesburg "M. Coetzee"

Anna Sparaco Johannesburg "its time to stop the deterioration, no one wins in the current situation of 

ongoing decay . We are trying tomorrows doctors in unacceptably poor 

training conditions this can only lead to the deterioration of the calibre of 

doctors we produce! It has to stop now - people are suffering."

lincoln solomon Bloemfontein "I care for the vulnerable and voiceless dependent on a largely 

dysfunctional public health system."

Warren Grantham Pietermaritzburg "I am a Public servant and access to equitable medical resources is a 

BASIC HUMAN RIGHT for every citizen in our country."

Julius Preddy Johannesburg "Conditions are deplorable"

Lydia Arishandi Harare "Health matters matter, whichever country you live in"

Mohamed Timol Johannesburg "I'm a medical doctor and I care"

NTSIKELELO NDESI "Ntsikelelo Ndesi"

Jani Bergman Somerset West "We can and do better."

Jayne Japhet Cape Town "I am a doctor working in the state sector and I am tired of poor 

governance and ignoring our pleas for our patients"

Ntombifikile Klaas Pretoria "The state of the Healthcare facilities is shocking.  Access to health care is 

a human right.  I advocating  for many other unheard voices !"

Bheki Kubheka Johannesburg "I am a doctor, I have seen it all!! It's a sad state of affairs just about 

everywhere."

Gloriusa Ntombikayise ZuluCape Town "We need a fair justice system, and a stop to victimisation"

Nokwanda John London "I am a Health Care worker"

Selva Chetty "Of the deterioration in conditions at Public Healthcare facilities."

Deleni Sishuba Johannesburg "I'm affected by the lack of material and human resources for providing 

health care at my facility"

Ruth Maboko Durban "I want to see.change in the health care system... A decent health care 

System by Health care professionals"

Patience Mabaso Johannesburg "I am"

Megan Turner Somerset West "I am a doctor and the health service is in trouble!"

Simangele Lekena Johannesburg "Our health care department is in shambles!"

Badraeniesa Panker Johannesburg "Values ..Ethos ..Morals ..are of paramount importance to ensure efficient 

and effective healthservice delivery to our people. Please can we bring it 

back."

Sonia Botha Cape Town "We need to be transparent about the service we offer.Health care 

workers are continuously under pressure, burnt out or at risk to threats & 

victimization by seniors, patients, and family of patients over things 

beyond their control."



Rory Spence Pretoria "The rot has to stop! The misappropriation of funds has to stop! I stand by 

my fellow South Africans who have no choice but to make use of these 

inadequate and even dangerous facilities. I believe this lack of proper 

treatment is crime against humanity and has to stop!While it is an offence 

to publicly reveal the internal issues of an organisation that may portray 

that organisation in a bad light, it is also an even greater offense to 

remain silent when blatant crimes against humanity are being committed, 

so I am in agreement with the actions taken by Dr Tim de Maayer and his 

colleagues."

George Oosthuizen Pietermaritzburg "Strongly agree with all these sentiments."

Lerato Manong Johannesburg "I Am !Lerato Manong and stand with doctor Tim and other medical 

professionals with their moral code!✊

Mavuso Msimang Johannesburg "I am signing this petition because good healthcare  is fundamental for 

the well-being of citizens. Currently, the vast majority of the population is 

poorly served because of the many problems surrounding the 

administration of of our health system."

Janet Otto Johannesburg "I agree with every sentiment in this petition.Department of health,: do 

your job with the taxes that we pay you"

valerie rose Johannesburg "Valerie Rose"

Tessa Turvey Johannesburg "We are at breaking point if nothing is done now to address the 

significant deficits in management and leadership in healthcare in SA. 

Politics is not part of healthcare."

Paul Crossman Johannesburg "Until ministers and MPs are required to use public healthcare  and not 

private, they will never understand the conditions of public healthcare."

Mamotho Khotseng Hillcrest "People speaking out on the rights of society must not be published. The 

Department must applaud the Dr and engage in corrective measures for 

the sake of the patients."

Nish Gokul Greytown "I want everyone to have the best possible healthcare in this country. Too 

many people suffer from poor quality care"

Thabile Buthelezi Johannesburg "The state of public health is compromising the service."

Manteke Elizabeth Johannesburg "I am sonto khebesi"

Nthabiseng Motsatse Bloemfontein "I am a health worker and a South  African and all the issues mentioned 

affects me directly"

Makgamathwane Msibi Pretoria "The health care system in our country its a crisis and the NH"

Faith Manganyi Johannesburg "Faith Manganyi"

sadna balton Johannesburg "Health workers and orient deserve a functional , accountable health 

system"

Nicolette Groenewald "As a Govt entity this treatment is diabolical as well as the state of our 

facilities. I stand foursquare"

Dikeledi Tsotetsi Johannesburg "I can attest to poor n deteriorating conditions in public hospital.  Work 

ethics have also deteriorated."

Magda FOURIE Kempton Park "Magda Fourie"

Rafeek Ebrahim Johannesburg "Because the ANC are bunch of togues dont know what they doing?"

lorna De Villiers Johannesburg "Our health system is in total chaos and disarray and this is unacceptable"

Irene Ngobeni Johannesburg "I am a healthcare worker, a voice for the voiceless dwellers of South 

Africa. I also want to see change, and a better healthcare service for both 

the user and the provider"

Thiru Govender Johannesburg "No one should be victimised for speaking the truth. Power to truth. Let’s 

start now to become a values based country."



Lillian van den Berg Benoni "My country and my people suffer because those in powerful positions 

abuse their authority, desperately try to shift blame and focus away from 

their inability to rule. They are only in it for the money."

Joan Ferreira Johannesburg "Access to healthcare is a basic right for all citizens of this country. 

Mismanagement and corruption have resulted in our healthcare facilities 

being reduced to failed institutions. We and our healthcare professionals 

deserve better."

Nico Schuman Johannesburg "The country needs consequences for poor performances"

Renee Cohen Cape town "This is a priority. People before things."

Tshepo Mnisi Johannesburg "I am a Health Worker and we need to work in a healthy and safe 

environment"

David Hodgskiss Johannesburg "We need more than a commission. Active action from the top."

Daniel Potgieter Cape Town "I care about the future and the people of South Africa."

Rayghanah Cassiem Cape Town "R Cassiem"

Elma Pollard Cape Town "Unbearable suffering affects the very fibre of our society and every 

person deserves decent care."

Karen Coertze "I am signing because I believe that it is criminal if a country does not 

offer excellent medical services to the sick and vulnerable. It is the 

constitutional right of each citizen to receive medical care of a high 

standard in hygienic, well equipped, fully functional facilities by well 

trained health professionals in a timeous manner. It is also the obligation 

of each health care practitioner to stand up and fight on behalf of the 

vulnerable. If they do, they should be listened to and not be victimised. It 

is a disgrace what happened to Dr Tim de Maayer. This should never 

happen to any other professional that raise issues to improve services. 

#IAm"

Lynda Boyce Johannesburg "I support the concerns of the "I AM" movement and will add my voice to 

the call for immediate and urgent changes!"

Yolande Cloete Cape Town "I’m a stage 3 colon cancer survivor"

Sharon Price Johannesburg "Because people are dying because of our health system ."

Stuart Leonard VinnicombeCape Town "Health care workers are essential to the public. The action of the CEO is 

that of a bully, and as such should not be tolerated"

Baulah Arries Johannesburg "I've experienced this many times even on my mother's last days she 

experience it."

Postimus Ramogayana Johannesburg "Allow all stake holders to have a voice in contributing toward reviving 

our collapsed healthcare system and resources. Politicians alone, 

especially from the ruling party have ruined our country so bad, and it s 

not in their interest to make our peoples lives better."

Mathanda Madondo "I want health care conditions to improve for the best, and citizens to 

have full access to a healthy healthcare environment."

Avril Lloyd Durban "Health Professionals should be paid higher salaries"

Neville Prinsloo Bela Bela "Because Healthcare is NOT negotiable but the rot that is leading our 

country only see an opportunity to enrich themselves."

Mary Kawonga Johannesburg "i care"

Nirendra Padayachee Durban "I was racially prejudiced at SMU by Professors Mntla and Rataemane 

after speaking Afrikaans to an African patient at DGM. The SMU has 

different rules for different demographic profiles in the MBChB 

programme."

Siviwe Mbambalala Paarl "I am a health professional, experiencing same conditions at my 

workplace."



Elizabeth Burger Cape Town "What is happening in this country?I'm ashamed at the  way the ANC 

government is ruining our country, It is a disgrace at how incompetent 

our leaders are , corruption is rife yet nothing is done about it ,other than 

being covered up and the criminals just moved to another top position, 

allowing them to carry on stealing from the citizens of this country."

Noxy Methuko Cape Town "I care about the health profession as it directly affects the wellbeing of 

all humanity."

Eliane Lidchi Colombo "because the govt must deal with the crisis in healthcare in this country .. 

for the medical professionals and for the people"

WENDY KRIEL "We desperately need change in our country"

Lynette Smith Germiston "At 7,500 signatures, this petition is more likely to get a reaction from the 

decision maker!At 7,500 signatures, this petition is more likely to get a 

reaction from the decision maker!Recent signersWENDY KRIEL signed 9 

minutes agoDewald Nortje signed 37 minutes agotrish Kahamba signed 

53 minutes agoProgressive Health Forum started this petitionOPEN 

LETTER:THE MINISTER OF HEALTH, DR JOE PHAAHLA AND THE PREMIER 

OF GAUTENG, DAVID MAKHURAJUNE 21, 2022We, health professionals 

and healthcare workers, academics, medical scientists and researchers, 

veteran healthcare activists and representatives of civil society concerned 

with and about the condition of public healthcare services hereby declare 

that, The irrefutable deterioration of the public healthcare service, the 

principal agency that underpins the constitutional entitlement of access 

to all necessary care, is a gross violation of the rights of all who live in 

South Africa and is an unconscionable assault on the well-being of 

patients attending public health fac"

Suresh Parbhoo Durban "Because this government cannot implement the NHI if they do not see 

the urgency of the  state in which the heath care facilities are in this 

country.  Time to stand up and be counted."

Clinton Gordon Pretoria "The health care systems of South Africa needs to overhauled and rebuilt. 

It is a disgrace towards all citizens of this so called democracy that we 

cannot get basic health care."

Hendrick Peter MakhubelaPretoria "Quality health care is a human right"

Shirley Eppel "It is a national disgrace that an ethical, dedicated doctor and his 

colleagues are treated in this manner because they have spoken out 

against the disgusting state and condition of a healthcare facility. This is 

unacceptable! These heroes are to be applauded and not criminalized for 

exposing the truth."

Arya Sinha Johannesburg "Power is a necessity"

Ghudeija Patel johannesburg "We don't have a health system anymore rather a big circus and 

slaughterhouse dictated and changed by people who are priviledged 

enough to use the private health system"

Nikelwa Mnintshana Pretoria "The state and condition of our health care facilities is appalling and 

needs a drastic change"

Claire Tomkyns Cape Town "It is not ONLY happening in healthcare.  The same situation exists in 

education.  Those who speak out, get victimized into silence."

Mpho Kerileng "I'm signing because I am as well a medical personnel"



Peter Turton Cape Town "I f you cannot fire people for poor workmanship or lack of accountability 

within the government circles or within the labour force you will always  

get to this situation . The country needs to decide whether they want 

communism or capitalism . You cant have both . Democratic principles are 

violated when communism is seen as a tool to enrich the poor. The world 

has proven them wrong. We need to change our fundamental laws within 

the constitution to arrive at a point where the right people are chosen for 

the right job. Eg you cant be expected to administrate a hospital 

effectively if you do not the neccessary medical and administrative 

experience. While we promote the underprivaleged black masses into 

positions that they know nothing about we are doomed . Pushing highly 

skilled experienced white people away from their jobs and into foreign 

lands will ultimatey end like Zim where thugs and autocracy are the only 

winners. The examples of failed African governments are proof of this. 

Phew!! ………and it all sta"

Rajamani Balkaran Port Elizabeth "I am a retired health worker .. I worked in the state hospital 1981to 1991 

There after in private . State..Hospitals wete well equipped, and managed 

.. and maintained"

Bharti Naidoo Cape Town "I am appalled at the lack of professionalism of the so called ministers and 

their minnions who don't know their arses from their elbows and who 

have crept into position of authority with minimal if any brains and 

knowledge....power driven with super sized egos ..they can't make simple 

progressive decisions but want to control the masse ."

Kirsten Bischof Cape Town "The consistant lack of support and persecution of healthcare workers in 

a continuously deteriorating healthcare system is unacceptable"

Elizabeth Naidoo Boksburg "I am Elizabeth Naidoo because our health care hospital are desgracful"

Emil Bohme Pretoria "i AM SIGNING BECAUSE THE SITUATION IS OUT OF HAND AND THE 

HEALTH MINISTER IS AND PREMIER OF GAUTENG ARE IN DEFAULT WITH 

EHTICAL DIRECTIVE IN THEIR MANDATE TO OPERATE IN THE HEALTH CARE 

ENVIROMENT. THERE NEED TO BE PROACTIVE MANAGEMENT IN THE 

WHOLE HEALTH SECTOR FOR ALL SOUTH AFRICANS"

Mande Toubkin Johannesburg "It’s time soWo e does something"

Anthea Torr Cape Town "I AM caring!"

Christien Steenkamp Pietermaritzburg "I left the public health care system because conditions became 

intolerable."

Linkey Katane Johannesburg "I believe it's a matter of urgency for the minister and his team to 

improve the public health system.The citizens and tax payers if this count 

Ry deserve better."

HASSAN CASSIM Durban, KZN, South Africa"Enough is enoughGovt needs to show that they care for their citizens"

Lilly Naidoo Durban "I agree with this statement.  We are not happy HCW, by no means, when 

we are constantly undermined as doctors"

Philip Laubscher "The decline of the hospitals over the past 30 years is digusting . Now 

they are talking about National Health . That was what actually existed all 

these years .Now you want to take over private healthcare and hospitals, 

to lay your hands on that money and then mess everything up.  Again"

Jeandré Maré Johannesburg "Enough is enoughGovt needs to show that they care for their citizens"



Peter Mabua Pretoria "I am signing because the deterioration of health care in happening and 

affects health care workers and the population equally."

Marie Bosman Cape Town "I fully support medical staff being able to speak up if patient care in any 

way is compromised"

Arjan Bogaers Cape Town "I sign because the intimidation, censorship and oppression of this ANC-

regime's so-called 'health' authorities must be stopped now. This regime's 

decades-long total lack of consideration for the citizens of South Africa, in 

terms of health as in all areas of life, is ample evidence of its 

incompetence and disregard for the constitutional rights of citizens. There 

have to be accountability and consequences."

Nazir Alli Johannesburg "And they expect us to be enthusiastic of a much needed NHI…just to be 

gouged out as the UIF and more…"


